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 Book Reviews

 The Last Closet

 THE LAST CLOSET: THE
 REAL LIVES OF LESBIAN
 AND GAY TEACHERS
 By Rita M. Kissen. 198 pages:
 Heinemann, 1996

 BY CLAIRE POTTER

 As Art Linkletter used to murmur,
 kids say the darnedest things.
 "Can I ask you a personal ques

 tion_ Are you a lesbian?" "Mr.
 Lawrence, are you married?" "Bruton's
 a fag. Fire Bruton." For the lesbian and
 gay teachers Rita Kissen met during her
 research for The Last Closet, negotiat
 ing even the simple curiosity of average
 students who are often, as one teacher
 puts it, "just parroting everything that
 they heard from everybody else," can

 mean the loss of career and reputation.
 Active homophobia among students, as
 Kissen argues, originates among the
 adults who have power in school sys
 tems: fellow teachers, parents, princi
 ples, boards of education, and politi
 cians. For this reason, she writes, "vast
 numbers of dedicated teachers do not
 feel safe in school, for reasons that have
 nothing to do with their merit as educa
 tors."(4) And, as the teachers she inter
 viewed point out, gay and lesbian stu
 dents aren't safe in school either.

 An educator and parent of a lesbian
 teacher, Rita Kissen wrote The Last
 Closet for the primary and secondary
 school community, although it resonates
 to homophobia among college faculty and
 administrators as well. The book's power
 rests on the interviews Kissen collected

 from gay and lesbian teachers working
 mostly in public, and a few in private,
 schools. In their own words, practition
 ers describe their original and continu
 ing commitment to the classroom, despite

 their fear that they will be discredited by
 their sexual preference. Kissen keeps an
 excellent balance throughout the book be
 tween the particularity of these very per
 sonal stories, and the general issues about
 homophobia, power, and politics that are
 not confined to an educational context.

 Most important, The Last Closet, while it
 reveals the struggle and pain of closet
 ing, also offers stories about uncloseting
 and affirmation which not only offer
 strategic approaches to ending homopho
 bia, but speak more generally to the issue
 of democratic action in our school
 communities.

 The Last Closet enhances the project
 of multiculturalism, not just because it
 adds a perspective that is often cen
 sored in curricular projects, but be
 cause it makes visible some crucial con

 nections between ideology and power.
 As Kissen points out, educators renew
 ing a curricular commitment to anti
 racist, anti-sexist, class conscious work
 must add sexuality to their agenda for
 change. The multicultural project, de
 fined by liberal notions of inclusion has,
 she argues, left untouched a homopho
 bic atmosphere for teaching and learn
 ing: "lesbians and gays remain invisible
 even as schools acknowledge racism
 and sexism," she writes. "Gay culture is
 still missing from 'new' multicultural
 curricula, and that many administrators
 who have established policies against
 racist name-calling still tolerate homo
 phobic slurs."(37)
 We might hasten to note, as The Last

 Closet does, that homophobia in schools
 is contextualized by a tendency in the
 society at large both to demonize homo
 sexual people, and characterize them as
 predatory towards the young. Thus, the
 school is a site all queer people should
 care about, not only because we all pass
 through them, but because it is specifi
 cally politicized for us. As one teacher

 who links his own coming out to larger
 reform agendas in education argues,
 "the classic opposition to the lesbian
 and gay movement is that in some way
 we are unfit to be around children. I
 think that the more we knock down that

 wall, the [better] off we're gonna be as
 a community."(186)
 While Christian right organizations

 like the Family Forum will be unmoved
 by these testimonials, liberal educators,
 many grounded in social justice move
 ments, will find much to think about in
 The Last Closet. Radicals also take note:

 the politics of sexuality has historically
 been marginalized by the left, even as
 gays and lesbians patterned their own
 liberation on radical movements. Harry
 Hay was read out of the Communist
 party; the National Organization for
 Women condemned its "Lavendar Men
 ace" in 1972; and Martin Luther King
 asked Bayard Rustin to step aside before
 the March on Washington, lest Rustin's
 sexual practices discredit the movement.
 (Do the students at the Bayard Rustin
 School on Manhattan's West Side know
 that this civil rights hero was gay? Or
 why it matters?)

 Significantly, as multicultural prac
 tices have expanded at the secondary
 level, teaching about sex or sexuality in
 any form has been eliminated in many
 school districts, replaced with fabulously
 ineffective abstinence programs that are
 focused only on the putative horrors of
 unwed motherhood. Sexual tolerance can
 be traded away to forward anti-racist
 agendas that are strangely disconnected
 from questions of sexuality. As the ex
 cising of gay and lesbian material from
 New York's Rainbow Curriculum demon
 strates, liberal educators and their
 unions will concede ground to anti-sex
 crusaders when they believe that such a
 strategy will preserve "more significant"
 curricular agendas.
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 By creating hierarchies of oppres
 sions in such a way, educators indirectly
 institutionalize heterosexual privilege.
 The Last Closet demonstrates graphi
 cally that this not only harms gay and
 lesbian teachers but creates an incoher

 ent?and often bigoted atmosphere for
 students struggling with overlapping
 identity issues themselves. Rita Kissen's
 research demonstrates that homosexu

 ality is not a "white thing," an indul
 gence for rich liberals, or a phenomenon
 confined to non-religious populations.
 "I'm a Latina and a lesbian," Alejandra
 muses, "I want to understand more of
 what these identities mean."(33) Hiding
 sexual difference by articulating other
 identities as monolithic renders a multi

 cultural curriculum problematic, in part
 because it tells a selective story that
 closeted teachers, and students musing
 about sexuality, know to be false. Teach
 ers of color, bilingual teachers, deaf
 teachers, and working class teachers
 populate the book, articulating a range
 of issues (often, quite appropriately, not
 fully resolved) about community, reli
 gious affiliation and the lived experience
 of such identities when they overlap with
 a gay or lesbian identity.

 Readers looking for a more heavily
 theorized approach will not find it in The
 Last Closet?this makes it a particu
 larly useful resource for the hard work
 of restructuring attitudes toward gay
 and lesbian sexuality in our teaching
 and learning communities. Inspired by
 her daughter's coming out as a lesbian
 and both of their experiences as teach
 ers, Kissen takes a familiar feminist
 route to knowledge in simply making
 these voices heard; however, the organi
 zation of the book implies a theoretical
 framework which gives those voices con
 text and direction. A chapter on "Race
 and Culture," well-placed at the begin
 ning of the volume, and another called
 "Allies" are particularly powerful, as is a
 chapter on the many forms and uses of
 closeting.

 Kissen made some excellent decisions

 about including horror stories as well as
 more hopeful ones: my personal fa
 vorites described students organizing to
 fight homophobia among their peers or
 mobilizing their own parents to protect a
 favorite teacher. But much of the narra
 tive is far more mixed as it describes the

 possibilities for fighting institutional ho
 mophobia. As Lisa, a lesbian teacher in

 Massachusetts points out, even when
 state laws prohibit workplace discrimi
 nation, fighting back can be costly:

 You have to have money to go to
 court. There are lots of organiza
 tions that could come in and help,
 but then the time and energy?and
 then you become this political?"Oh
 yeah, I remember her, she's the one
 that rocked all those boats over in

 another town." You get blackballed,
 I'm sure, if you make waves.

 As other teachers show, workplace ha
 rassment can occur within the terms of a

 union contract as well: reassignment to
 subject areas where a teacher has little
 expertise, or have distribution of course
 loads among several different schools.
 Teachers "can be pressured or forced to
 resign without actually being fired,"
 Kissen points out. (74-5)

 The most significant lessons of this
 book are about how power is distributed

 ...the politics of sexuality
 has historically been
 marginalized by the left,
 even as gays and lesbians
 patterned their own
 liberation on radical

 movements.

 in schools. Administrators have it
 teachers and students don't. In fact, one
 revelation to this queer teacher was that
 homophobia is one of a number of de
 vices students use to resist the power
 schools exert over them. A student who

 accused an out teacher of "inappropriate
 touching" admitted when confronted by
 his father, "I was just mad because I got
 a bad grade."(77) Most telling in this re
 gard is one teacher's observation about
 another man, who was persistently called
 "fag" by his students, that it was per
 ceived effeminacy "and not the actual
 knowledge of his sexual orientation, that
 provoked the attacks."(81) In other
 words, homophobia became an opening
 for neutralizing the teacher's authority.
 This is an important theoretical move for
 educators, since it suggests that there is

 something more at stake when bigoted
 behavior breaks out in schools?students
 are resisting their own powerlessness
 with the tools society gives them. "One of
 the girls," a lesbian teacher recalls,
 "went home and in the process of telling
 her mother that she had flunked the test

 for me.. .softened the blow with telling
 this story about how I liked queer people
 so I must obviously be one."(97)

 The other important lesson of this
 book is that teachers are at their least
 vulnerable when principals stand up for
 them. As Kissen points out, "a weak or
 indifferent administration can create an
 environment where students feel free to

 target lesbian and gay teachers."(90) As
 she writes in the section titled "Allies",
 principals "are the ones with the power
 to hire, fire and defend the teachers who
 work under their supervision." One
 teacher noted that her principal told all
 the gay teachers in the school, "If you get
 into trouble for being gay they will have
 to fire me before anyone gets close to
 you. And I'm not leaving."(145) Those in
 leadership positions can do powerful
 anti-homophobic work without speaking:
 one principal, as angry parents con
 fronted a lesbian staff member, kept her
 arm around the teacher throughout the
 meeting.

 The Last Closet's sharp focus on how
 homophobia works in schools, how it is
 deployed and who can work effectively
 against it is augmented by powerful sto
 ries about closeting. Obviously, Kissen's
 subjects were all uncloseted to the ex
 tent that she was able to locate them,
 through networks of friends and other
 routes. But many teachers' testimony
 suggests a broader truth: that as com
 mitted to closeting as many queer peo
 ple are, it is a politically fraught practice
 in a profession where so much of one's
 identity is committed to nurturing work.

 Many teachers described questions from
 students (whose curiousity about every
 one's private life seems unbounded) and
 their own evasive, tantalizing answers.
 Such exchanges convey shame and fear
 about sexuality, and reinforce the big
 otries students learn elsewhere. The Last

 Closet offers no sure path out of this
 dilemma, but it demands an a revisioning
 of education so that gay and lesbian
 teachers can operate with integrity. As
 Kissen concludes, "For the sake of our
 teachers, our schools and our children,
 we can do no less."(191)
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